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AnnieAnnie’’s Houses House

•• AnnieAnnie’’s House is the name given to the s House is the name given to the 
dementia specific, secure unit at St Anndementia specific, secure unit at St Ann’’s, s, 
Davey St.Davey St.

•• It is a specific section of the secure unit.It is a specific section of the secure unit.
•• It is named after Annie Barnett, the It is named after Annie Barnett, the 

founder and first DON at St Annfounder and first DON at St Ann’’s.  s.  
•• AnnieAnnie’’s House was opened on Sep 21s House was opened on Sep 21stst

20072007
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How did AnnieHow did Annie’’s House come s House come 
about?about?

•• Fairlawn unit (the dementia specific secure unit) Fairlawn unit (the dementia specific secure unit) 
consists of 36 residents.  It was a very long unit, consists of 36 residents.  It was a very long unit, 
with single rooms with enwith single rooms with en--suites, beautifully suites, beautifully 
appointed and appeared somewhat like a hotelappointed and appeared somewhat like a hotel

•• The resident mix on Fairlawn was a combination The resident mix on Fairlawn was a combination 
of wandering, intrusive and agitated residents of wandering, intrusive and agitated residents 
and residents who were bed bound/chair bound and residents who were bed bound/chair bound 
or not displaying similar behavioursor not displaying similar behaviours
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How did AnnieHow did Annie’’s House come s House come 
about?about?

•• Families made complaints about items Families made complaints about items 
going missing. going missing. 

•• Staff were becoming increasingly stressedStaff were becoming increasingly stressed
•• Behaviours of residents living with Behaviours of residents living with 

Dementia were escalatingDementia were escalating
•• There was a regular There was a regular ““gagglegaggle”” of people of people 

wandering aimlesslywandering aimlessly
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The proposalThe proposal

•• A proposal was sent to the CEO outlining a plan A proposal was sent to the CEO outlining a plan 
to divide the unit in half, Fairlawn and Annieto divide the unit in half, Fairlawn and Annie’’s s 
HouseHouse

•• Separate those residents who were wandering, Separate those residents who were wandering, 
agitated and intrusive and those who were notagitated and intrusive and those who were not

•• Change the look of the unit to make it more Change the look of the unit to make it more 
home likehome like

•• Change the philosophy of care and thereby the Change the philosophy of care and thereby the 
way in which care is provided in the unitway in which care is provided in the unit
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Philosophy of CarePhilosophy of Care

•• The philosophy of care chosen is based on a The philosophy of care chosen is based on a 
combination of the relationship centred combination of the relationship centred 
approach to care and the progressively lowered approach to care and the progressively lowered 
stress threshold model (PLST)stress threshold model (PLST)

•• Proponents of the PLST model believe that an Proponents of the PLST model believe that an 
individual living with Dementia has many forms individual living with Dementia has many forms 
of stress relating to losses as well as the of stress relating to losses as well as the 
reduced ability to manage stress and anxietyreduced ability to manage stress and anxiety
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PLST model of carePLST model of care

•• As a result, when the individual living with As a result, when the individual living with 
Dementia is placed in a situation that causes Dementia is placed in a situation that causes 
stress and anxiety, they become anxious and stress and anxiety, they become anxious and 
agitated.  If the anxiety is managed well,  the agitated.  If the anxiety is managed well,  the 
individual settles and continues with what they individual settles and continues with what they 
were doingwere doing

•• If the anxiety is not managed, it escalates into If the anxiety is not managed, it escalates into 
dysfunctional behaviour such as wandering, sundysfunctional behaviour such as wandering, sun--
downing, night awakening, aggression, fear and downing, night awakening, aggression, fear and 
angeranger
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Relationship centred model of careRelationship centred model of care

•• The relationship centred model of care The relationship centred model of care 
acknowledges a range of other people who are acknowledges a range of other people who are 
important to the individual, including family and important to the individual, including family and 
friendsfriends

•• This model of care focuses on the individual, This model of care focuses on the individual, 
that is, who the person is, their emotional needs that is, who the person is, their emotional needs 
and life issuesand life issues

•• This model balances duty of care with  quality of This model balances duty of care with  quality of 
lifelife
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The implementationThe implementation-- ActivitiesActivities

The goal of reducing anxiety and agitation The goal of reducing anxiety and agitation 
in residents became the role of all staff in in residents became the role of all staff in 
the unit.  It was no longer left to leisure the unit.  It was no longer left to leisure 
and lifestyle staffand lifestyle staff
Activities were reviewed so that they Activities were reviewed so that they 
revolved around things that residents have revolved around things that residents have 
done all their lives, eg, kitchen and done all their lives, eg, kitchen and 
laundry activities and outdoorslaundry activities and outdoors
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ImplementationImplementation-- ActivitiesActivities

•• Participation was also sought from the Participation was also sought from the 
community and family.  This group has community and family.  This group has 
become known as become known as ““AnnieAnnie’’s friendss friends””

•• The sensory room was completed in The sensory room was completed in 
September and has become an integral September and has become an integral 
part of the strategy for reducing stress part of the strategy for reducing stress 
and anxiety to all residents in the unitand anxiety to all residents in the unit
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ImplementationImplementation-- EnvironmentalEnvironmental

•• Environmental changes were made to enhance Environmental changes were made to enhance 
the unit.  Plain glass entrances were the unit.  Plain glass entrances were 
frosted/etched. frosted/etched. 

•• China dressers were placed in the unit, a China dressers were placed in the unit, a 
radiogram was sought, a pianola and hat racks radiogram was sought, a pianola and hat racks 
were brought in to the unit to promote a more were brought in to the unit to promote a more 
relaxed home like environment.relaxed home like environment.

•• Rummage boxes, bright magazines, costume Rummage boxes, bright magazines, costume 
jewellery and memory books were introducedjewellery and memory books were introduced
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ImplementationImplementation-- StaffingStaffing

•• Staffing was reviewed and only staff who Staffing was reviewed and only staff who 
have an interest in, and who are suitable have an interest in, and who are suitable 
to work with people living with Dementia, to work with people living with Dementia, 
are allocated to this unit.are allocated to this unit.

•• All staff selected to work in the unit were All staff selected to work in the unit were 
provided with an orientation to Annieprovided with an orientation to Annie’’ s s 
House, general dementia training, P3 House, general dementia training, P3 
training and sensory room trainingtraining and sensory room training
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ImplementationImplementation-- StaffingStaffing

•• All key personnel also attended trainingAll key personnel also attended training

•• There is an expectation that any staff There is an expectation that any staff 
member entering the unit will be able to/ member entering the unit will be able to/ 
be prepared to manage a resident who is be prepared to manage a resident who is 
agitated or anxious, for example, make a agitated or anxious, for example, make a 
cup of tea or sit and talk with a residentcup of tea or sit and talk with a resident
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Environmental ServicesEnvironmental Services
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ImplementationImplementation-- Catering and Catering and 
Environmental ServicesEnvironmental Services

•• Catering was changed so that residents are able Catering was changed so that residents are able 
to have breakfast when they are ready and not to have breakfast when they are ready and not 
when we are ready.when we are ready.

•• A larger fridge was purchased and a wider range A larger fridge was purchased and a wider range 
of finger foods, sandwiches, milk shakes and of finger foods, sandwiches, milk shakes and 
fruit platters are providedfruit platters are provided

•• A A bainbain mariemarie is used for mealsis used for meals
•• Environmental staff no longer use a trolley for Environmental staff no longer use a trolley for 

cleaningcleaning
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ImplementationImplementation-- NutritionNutrition

•• Nutrition charts were commenced on each Nutrition charts were commenced on each 
resident.  All diet and fluid intake is resident.  All diet and fluid intake is 
monitored to ensure  that nutrition and monitored to ensure  that nutrition and 
hydration needs are met with the hydration needs are met with the 
increased flexibility of meals and careincreased flexibility of meals and care

•• We have been working with RHH on a We have been working with RHH on a 
nutritional pilot program to identify and nutritional pilot program to identify and 
implement strategies for residents at riskimplement strategies for residents at risk
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ImplementationImplementation-- AssessmentsAssessments

•• When AnnieWhen Annie’’s House commenced, all s House commenced, all 
residents within the unit had MMSE, residents within the unit had MMSE, 
agitation inventories and Cornell scales agitation inventories and Cornell scales 
completed.  These assessments will be completed.  These assessments will be 
repeated in six months.repeated in six months.

•• In this way we can clearly show the In this way we can clearly show the 
outcome of changes to philosophy and outcome of changes to philosophy and 
carecare
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AnnieAnnie’’s Houses House-- DifficultiesDifficulties

•• While there was initial flexibility of staff, staff While there was initial flexibility of staff, staff 
found it easier to go back to the task orientated found it easier to go back to the task orientated 
approach at times.  This was particularly the approach at times.  This was particularly the 
case with new staff and relieving staffcase with new staff and relieving staff

•• Changes in leisure and lifestyle staffChanges in leisure and lifestyle staff
•• New residents and familiesNew residents and families
•• Some families of existing residents in Fairlawn Some families of existing residents in Fairlawn 

felt that Anniefelt that Annie’’s House residents were getting s House residents were getting 
moremore
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AnnieAnnie’’s Houses House-- Lessons learnedLessons learned

•• Increase in staff education and ongoing Increase in staff education and ongoing 
follow up to remind staff of the philosophy follow up to remind staff of the philosophy 
of careof care

•• Increase in education of families.  Families Increase in education of families.  Families 
of new residents are not familiar with of new residents are not familiar with 
what we are attempting to dowhat we are attempting to do

•• Avoid relief staff where possibleAvoid relief staff where possible
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AnnieAnnie’’s Houses House-- Lessons learnedLessons learned

•• Review the admission process so that residents/ Review the admission process so that residents/ 
families who are likely to be admitted families who are likely to be admitted 
understand how the unit works and what we are understand how the unit works and what we are 
attempting to doattempting to do

•• Additionally we are looking at  the possibility of Additionally we are looking at  the possibility of 
a cut off score for MMSE in relation to admission a cut off score for MMSE in relation to admission 
to Annieto Annie’’s House to ensure appropriate s House to ensure appropriate 
placementplacement

•• Key personnel to be kept informed and updatedKey personnel to be kept informed and updated
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AnnieAnnie’’s Houses House-- Positive OutcomesPositive Outcomes

•• Decrease in the number of behaviours reportedDecrease in the number of behaviours reported
•• Decrease in the number of falls reportedDecrease in the number of falls reported
•• Decrease in agitation levels of the residents as Decrease in agitation levels of the residents as 

evidenced by staff and family feedbackevidenced by staff and family feedback
•• Decrease in the number of complaints of missing Decrease in the number of complaints of missing 

items and intrusionitems and intrusion
•• Improved atmosphereImproved atmosphere-- laughter, singing laughter, singing 
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AnnieAnnie’’s Houses House-- And Finally!!And Finally!!

•• AnnieAnnie’’s House remains a work in progresss House remains a work in progress
•• It is based on the need for flexibility from It is based on the need for flexibility from 

all staffall staff
•• It requires the support and effort of the It requires the support and effort of the 

whole organisationwhole organisation
•• It is a worthwhile projectIt is a worthwhile project
•• Thank you to all those involved in AnnieThank you to all those involved in Annie’’s s 

House!!House!!


